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Abstract

We describe the development of a knowledge
graph from an event annotated corpus by pre-
senting a pipeline that identifies and extracts
the relations between entities and events from
Hindi news articles. Due to the semantic im-
plications of argument identification for events
in Hindi, we use a combined syntactic argu-
ment and semantic role identification method-
ology. To the best of our knowledge, no other
architecture exists for this purpose. The ex-
tracted combined role information is incorpo-
rated in a knowledge graph that can be queried
via subgraph extraction for basic questions.
The architectures presented in this paper can
be used for participant extraction and event-
entity linking in most Indo-Aryan languages,
due to similar syntactic and semantic proper-
ties of event arguments.

1 Introduction

Events are defined as situations that happen or
occur (Saurı́ et al., 2006). Events therefore in-
volve participating entities, sometimes referred to
as event arguments (Ji and Grishman, 2008). The
extraction of role information of entities partic-
ipating in events is a fast-evolving area of re-
search in information retrieval as well as subfields
of NLP such as question answering and summa-
rization (Lin and Liang, 2008). This paper han-
dles the challenge of participant detection and la-
beling in Hindi, using syntactic measures such as
dependency parsing and semantic measures such
as verb frame comparisons and semantic role la-
beling. Using the entities extracted from the text
and their relation to the event, a knowledge graph
is generated, which can then be queried for basic
questions.

In Hindi NLP, the representation, identifica-
tion and extraction of events is a fairly new con-
cept. Event extraction from twitter data (Kuila and

Sarkar, 2017) and in news data (Ramrakhiyani and
Majumder, 2013; Goud et al., 2019) are still devel-
oping areas of research. However, extensive work
has been done on argument structure for Hindi
verbs, therefore the syntactic analysis of verbal
events has been a topic of sufficient inquiry (Butt,
2010). On the other hand, nominal events, while
not studied under that paradigm, have been refer-
enced in entity linking in NER research (Athavale
et al., 2016).

This paper, given the definition of events in
Hindi (Goud et al., 2019), identifies the arguments
of these events. We employ a syntactico-semantic
approach of entity identification by using depen-
dency parsing to determine the syntactic roles of
the arguments and their dependency length from
the event mention (Gulordava et al., 2015), and a
semantic role labeler which is used to determine
the semantic case or functions of the participating
entities (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005). For ver-
bal events, verb frame data has also been used for
verifying the arguments. This information is con-
structed as a knowledge graph, a query graph (Yih
et al., 2015) of which can then be used for question
answering.

2 Related Work

Entity or participant extraction is a vital sub-
domain of event detection and related informa-
tion extraction tasks. The ACE project (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004) and many of the relevant event
extraction tasks that followed it had entity detec-
tion and tracking as one of the main components
for event detection and extraction systems (Ahn,
2006). ACE also provided twenty-four different
types of relations between entities. Hong et al.
(2011) establishes a mechanism of using entity
links in order to more accurately detect event men-
tions, by associating some entities as event par-
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ticipants or arguments. Joint extraction of event
and entity mentions has been attempted (Yang and
Mitchell, 2016) by learning intra-event structures
and possible forms of entity relations to events.

Named entity recognition has been another
broader form of approach to entity identification
and linking. Entity mention detection and tracking
its use in the corpus (Xu et al., 2017) is considered
the most fundamental method in this approach.
Yamada et al. (2015) approaches the problem of
named entity recognition from the perspective of
entity linking. Hybrid joint approaches to partici-
pant extraction and linking (Plu et al., 2015) have
been treated as an extension of this problem, and
the OKE 2017 task (Plu et al., 2017) performed
participant extraction and linking for ontology en-
richment. Florian et al. (2004) and Lin et al.
(2016) perform cross lingual entity linking over an
enriched knowledge base, one of the languages be-
ing Hindi. These approaches are important for un-
derstanding and disambiguating the links between
nominal events and their participants.

Argument analysis for verbs in Hindi has been
a well-researched topic, as mentioned above.
Palmer et al. (2009) studies the computational
properties of verbal predicates from a depen-
dency annotation perspective, while Vaidya et al.
(2016) and Vaidya et al. (2019) focuses on the
syntactic argument structure of light verbs in
Hindi. Light verbs are one of the syntactic con-
structions observed in representation of eventive
verbs. Compound verb detection (Chakrabarti
et al., 2008), complex predicate detection (Muk-
erjee et al., 2006) and argument identification in
complex predicates (Montaut, 2016) can be mod-
eled together in syntactic argument detection for
verbal events. The study of noun incorporation in
verb complexes (Dayal, 2015) provide a semantic
perspective of argument structure and event par-
ticipation. Syntactically, two major concerns of
verb argument analysis are verb phrase ellipsis and
complex predicate analysis (Manetta, 2018b,a).

Knowledge graphs are extensively used in se-
mantic information retrieval and has numerous
other applications cross language document re-
trieval (Franco-Salvador et al., 2014), cross lin-
gual plagiarism detection Franco-Salvador et al.
(2016), question answering (Indurthi et al., 2017)
and summarization (Zheng et al., 2016).

Figure 1: Example of a tagged pair of sentences. The
event indexes are intra-sentence.

Overall statistics
Number of Articles 810

Total Number of Sentences 13949
Total Number of Events 20190

Nominal Events 1841
Verbal Events 18349

Total Number of Entities 41847
Average per sentence

Length (Words) 18
Number of Entities 3
Number of Events 1.48

Number of Entities per Event 2.08
Most Common Relation

Entity - Nominal Event (ARG0)
Entity - Verbal Event (K1, ARG0)

Inter-Annotator Statistics
Participant Identification 0.86

Syntactic Role Identification 0.89
Semantic Role Identification 0.79

Coreferent Mention Identification 0.91

Table 1: Dataset and Annotation Statistics

3 Dataset and Annotation Specifications

We use a gold-standard corpus of 810 news arti-
cles of Goud et al. (2019), and annotate it for enti-
ties and their relations with the events. The entity-
event relations are annotated based on a syntactic
as well as a semantic role. The syntactic role is
simply a dependency label (Tandon et al., 2016),
while the semantic labels are provided according
to Hindi and Urdu PropBank labels (Bhatt et al.,
2009).

The annotated sentence shown in Figure 1 is:
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frans aur england ke sipahi
France and England of soldiers
vishva yudha mein maare gaye.
World War in killed got.

ye sun kar ram ko
This listen to Ram (acc)

bohot dukh hua
much sad happen

Table 1 presents some of the basic statistics of
the annotated data. The data has been annotated
by four annotators who are proficient in Hindi and
are students of linguistics using the BRAT annota-
tion tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012) for annotating and
providing labels. The inter-annotator agreement
was measured by a strict match Cohen’s Kappa
Score (Cohen, 1960).

The dataset is then annotated further for ease of
semantic role extraction. All event mentions are
indexed, and if two event mentions are coreferent,
they are given the same index. In case of entities,
only entities with coreferent mentions are indexed.
Coreferent entity mentions are given the same in-
dex. For this task, inter-annotator agreement was
calculated on four different measures, identifying
the participant, correct syntactic role, correct se-
mantic role and correct coreferent mention identi-
fication. For the purpose of coreference, the enti-
ties and events are treated the same.

4 Identifying Entity Participation in
Events

In this section, we look at the pipeline for the ex-
traction of entities as arguments of events. We de-
fine here a nominal event as an event which has
the event nugget (the core of the event) is a noun.
Similarly, a verbal event is an event which has the
event nugget which is a verb.

As discussed before, discerning entity participa-
tion in events is a syntacto-semantic problem, and
therefore our solution (refer to Figure 2) has both
syntactic and semantic components. Note that
a IOB (inside-outside-begin) tagged event men-
tioned corpus is the input to the pipeline. The out-
puts from each module and the final pipeline are
formatted to be used in the form of a knowledge
graph, which is detailed in Section 5.

4.1 Syntactic Participation Detection
The syntactic components are essential prepro-
cessing tasks such as POS tagging and depen-
dency parsing. The dependency parse provides the

syntactic role information. Particularly for verbal
events, the parse also provides the distance from
the event mention, which is essential in order to
determine participation in sentences with multiple
events. This participation is then verified using
verb frame data.1

The procedure for syntactic participation detec-
tion is as follows:

1. A Hindi POS tagger (Shrivastava and Bhat-
tacharyya, 2008) is used to identify the part
of speech of all the lexical items in the sen-
tence. Since most event arguments are nomi-
nal or pronominal, the relevant words are ex-
tracted. The POS tagged text is then provided
as input to the next phase.

2. The text is then parsed using a dependency
parser (Palmer et al., 2009). The dependency
labels from the root are considered most im-
portant, since the nouns and pronouns di-
rectly associated with the verb are most likely
to be the arguments of the event.

3. The karaka and sambandh edge labels, which
are provided by the dependency parser, are
extracted. The karaka edge labels provide
the case of the noun and its role with re-
spect to the verb, while the sambandh edge
label mark the genitive relation between two
nouns. If either one of the nouns is eventive,
the relation given to it is the relevant karaka
relation. If both the nouns are entities, then
they are not linked. The relation between two
entity nouns by a sambandh (genitive) case
marker is not marked in the graph directly.
Instead, genitive chains are constructed after
extraction of the entity, using the dependency
tree.

The dependency parser provides syntactic role
information and the distance of the extracted
words from the verbs in the sentence. For sen-
tences with relative or subordinate clauses, as well
as multiple events, this feature is used to determine
which event is linked to which entity. The genitive
sambandh relations are retained irrespective of the
eventiveness of the nouns for the purpose of iden-
tifying the primary participant in an event in case
of a long genitive chain.

1While we define entities by participation similar to ACE
(Doddington et al., 2004), the definition of event (Goud et al.,
2019) allows for multiple events in a single sentence.
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Figure 2: Pipeline for Participant Extraction

4.2 Semantic and Discourse Relation
Extraction

The semantic role of the arguments to an event are
extracted by the semantic role labeler (SRL) for
Indian languages (Anwar and Sharma, 2016). The
SRL uses POS tagged text as an input and pro-
vides the semantic role of the nouns and adverbs
in the sentence. For the purpose of participant ex-
traction, the adverbs are ignored.

However, before the semantic role extraction
can be done, event coreference, entity coreference
and anaphora resolution are permormed, in order
to determine the possible overlap of event men-
tions (multiple event mentions for the same event)
(Chen et al., 2009).

• Event coreference is taken care of by index-
ing the event. All event mentions in the an-
notated input are indexed by a numerical sub-
script. Corefernent events have similar event
triggers and overlapping argument structures
(Lu et al., 2016), which are crucial features
in the annotation of these events. The indices
of coreferent event mentions are the same,
which indicates that they share their argu-
ments.

• Entity coreference is taken care of determin-
ing the role that the entity performs in the
event. This is one of the primary entity based
features used for entity coreference (Clark
and Manning, 2015). In the corpus, the en-

tities are partially indexed, that is that only
coreferent entities are indexed.

Both anaphora and event coreference are done
automatically using a combination of role extrac-
tion and verb relations as mentioned above, as well
as using pretrained models (Devi et al., 2014) and
manual editing of the output.

After this, if a noun also happens to be an event,
the dependency relation between it and a verbal
event in the sentence (if any) is retained, while
the semantic relation is removed. Event-event re-
lations are beyond the scope of this paper, and for
the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that events can
not be arguments to other events. Retaining the de-
pendency information, however, as it is a feature
used in entity disambiguation if an entity happens
to participate in a nominal and a verbal event. As
with the dependency parse, the semantic relations
between two nouns is retained regardless of their
eventiveness, as the semantic relation acts as a ver-
ification for the detected primary participant.

4.3 Role Analysis and Verification

In order to accurately determine the roles as-
signed by the two modules above, our pipeline is
equipped with an analysis module. In line with
the Paninian tradition, we use the notion of yogy-
ata (capability) (Kulkarni et al., 2010) to verify
whether an event can take the types and roles of
the arguments that have been assigned to it. The
output of this system are then analyzed as tem-
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plates of entity-event relations, which are used to
create the knowledge graph.

Verbal events are analyzed using verb frame
data (Soni et al., 2013). The verb frame data pro-
vides the possible karaka relations which can be
used to determine the mandatory and optional syn-
tactic expectancy of the verb in different senses.
A maximal matching algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
used across all senses, and the sense with all
mandatory and the maximum number of optional
karaka arguments is chosen as the sense of that
verb.

Algorithm 1 Maximal matching Verb Verification
1: procedure MAXMATCHVERB

2: VFD← Verb Frame Data
3: V ← Verbal Event
4: part← list [(Parent, Participant, Role)]
5: max all← 0
6: max← −1
7: for verb in V FD do
8: for sense in verb do
9: if (V = verb) and (part[2] =
sense) then

10: max = max+ 1

11: if (max all < max) then
12: max all← max

13: return max all

Algorithm 2 Entity Disambiguation
1: procedure ENTITYDISAMBIGUATION

2: N ← NominalEvent
3: E ← EntityList
4: if N in E then
5: Remove N from E

6: V ← Closest verbal event from N .
Word distance or tree distance

7: Add ARG0, ARG1 of V to E
8: V EList← list of all verbal events
9: for V E ∈ V EList do

10: if ARG2LOC ∈ V E then
11: Add ARG2LOC of V E to E
12: if ARG2GOL ∈ V E then
13: Add ARG2GOL of V E to E
14: if ARGSOU ∈ V E then
15: Add ARGSOU of V E to E
16: if ARGTMP exists then
17: if ARGTMP /∈ arg(V E) for V E ∈

V EList then
18: Add ARGTMP to E

Nominal entity participant identification fol-
lows two steps, jointly referred to as entity dis-
ambiguation. First, we use a naive coreference
resolution using a feature set similar to Dakwale
et al. (2013)’s rule based implementation, for en-
tities and events. The syntactic roles of signifi-
cance are sambandh relations. Some of the de-
sign choices in Lee et al. (2012), including fea-
tures such as number of coreferent arguments and
argument roles are crucial to determining partici-
pation, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Finally, we analyze and resolve co-participation
ambiguities. For sentences with multiple events, it
is necessary to verify whether all the entities nec-
essarily participate in, or are modified by, the at-
tributed events. In verbal events, maximal match-
ing is done on the entities syntactically closest to
it, which performs well in default word order. For
entities linked to both nominal and verbal events,
semantic role information is considered. Nominal
events characteristically only take agentive, the-
matic and locative arguments over the verbal pred-
icate (Gerber and Chai, 2012), while only those
temporal arguments are taken which are not at-
tributed to the verbal event.

After completing this analysis, the output of the
pipeline is condensed and reformatted as inputs to
a knowledge graph.

5 Entity-Event Knowledge Graph

Knowledge graphs have been widely used in in-
formation retrieval, since their adoption in popular
search engines. However, knowledge graphs can
be constructed for document wide, corpus wide or
domain wide extraction of information as well. In
this section, we show the development of an event-
centric entity linked knowledge graph.

(Rospocher et al., 2016) defines an event centric
knowledge graph as a knowledge graph in which
all information is related to events through which
the knowledge in the graph obtains a temporal di-
mension. Knowledge graphs are useful for the rep-
resentation of semantic information in the edge la-
bels or in the attributes of the nodes itself. Doc-
ument wide knowledge graphs can be queried by
limiting the search space based on the query. This
method of creating a query graph allows for an
inference chain for the related nodes (Yih et al.,
2015).
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Question word Gloss Category Role
kis + case marker2 who Entity -

kaun who Entity -
kahAn where Entity Location or Source

kab when Entity (Time)
kyun why Event or Entity (Goal)

Table 2: Question Words and Answer Types

Figure 3: Pipeline for Knowledge Graph and Query Graph Creation. ”Participant Extraction” refers to the Pipeline
in Fig. 1

5.1 Developing the Knowledge Graph
In order to develop a knowledge graph, we must
determine the relevant nodes and edges. We
choose to consider events and entities as nodes,
and the relations between them as the edges. The
relations between them, as mentioned before, are
both syntactic and semantic. We show the de-
velopment of the knowledge graph and handling
queries in Figure 3

Creating triples As with most knowledge graph
based representations, the first step is to extract
the necessary triples that constitute the graph. The
data after being passed through the entity detec-
tion and linking pipeline, has to be reformatted
into (e, (n,m), vi) triples, where e ∈ E, the set
of all entities, (n,m) ∈ (N ∪ {φ},M), where N
is the set of all syntactic roles and M is the set of
all semantic roles, and vi ∈ V , the set of all events
in the document, indexed. If there is no syntactic
role of the entity in an event, as is common with
nominal events, the syntactic role given to it is φ.

We also construct specific genitive triples, de-

fined as (ei, n, ej) where ei, ej ∈ E, the set of
all entities and n is always given a POF rela-
tion. These links are useful when constructing en-
tity links and chains. The genitive triples are not
used directly in the knowledge graph. Instead, the
constructed genitive triples (since they are directly
extracted from the dependency graph) are used for
generating an answer for a query. These are main-
tained primarily for efficiency in generating an an-
swer for the query.

Handling Event Coreference After triple cre-
ation, event coreference has to be handled. Coref-
erence is handled in semantic role extraction.
Events are indexed by the occurrence of their first
mention in the text. A relation has to be created
between the entities of events with the same in-
dex. Note, however, that because of the tempo-
ral nature of events, entities that are linked to a
later mention of a coreferent event are not linked
to the first. In our approach, the first mention of
an event is considered its primary mention, for
the purpose of creating the knowledge graph. All
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Figure 4: Knowledge graph representation of fig. 1

other mentions are secondary mentions, which are
ordered through the document in their order of oc-
currence. The entities participating in the primary
event mention are considered participants to all the
secondary mentions, while the arguments of the
first secondary mention are arguments only to it-
self and the remaining secondary mentions and so
on. Therefore, for each new event mention of the
same event, new triples are made which account
for the participation of that event from all previ-
ous event mentions.

Handling Entity Coreference In the case of en-
tity coreference and anaphora, entities with multi-
ple mentions are already indexed, and therefore,
all the entity mentions are considered the same
entity, and if an entity mention participates in an
event, all other entity mentions participate in it as
well. Therefore using the index values of the enti-
ties, a coreference chain can be formed that defers
all entity mentions to the primary entity mention,
which is the first mention of an entity. This choice
also makes query graph formation easier. There-
fore, all triples where the entity is indexed are re-
placed with the primary mention of the entity.

Figure 4 shows the knowledge graph of a snip-
pet of the sentences from figure 1. Events and en-
tities are both nodes, as mentioned; we use colors
to distinguish between them.

5.2 Querying the Knowledge Graph

Once the knowledge graph has been created, it can
be used for other downstream tasks and applica-
tions. One of the major applications is question-
answering. Recent approaches to open domain
question-answering systems over graph databases
like Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) follow a se-
mantic parsing approach (Yao and Van Durme,
2014). Our approach for querying the entity-event
knowledge graph is similar to Yih et al. (2015)’s
approach. We generate a query graph of the ques-

tion and perform predicate matching over the λ-
expression corresponding to the query graph after
exhausting all possible inference chains.

We are first tasked with the annotation of events
and entities in the question. Event annotation is
done by the the methods described in (Goud et al.,
2019), and are not discussed in the scope of this
paper. But given an event annotated event sen-
tence, we first identify the entities and the question
entity, which is the interrogative pronoun. The ba-
sic pipeline for entity recognition in the document
is also followed for the question. In the analysis
phase, the question pronoun is marked. We map
the question pronoun to the type of response ex-
pected, that is, either an entity or an event. Using
this information, the query graph is created, from
which a λ-expression is extracted.

Carrying the example from section 3, a factoid
question based on the sentences (sentences in 1,
graph in 4) could be:

yudh mein kaun maare gaye?
War in who killed got?

As mentioned, we first parse and analyze the
question, as has been done before in section 4.
The dependency parse provides us with which
word is the question word. We also use a spe-
cific morphanalysis module to extract syntactic
role (karaka) information.

From this, we construct the λ-expression
λx.∃y : entity(x, y)∧ Arg0(y,maare gaye)∧
k1(y,maare gaye)∧ Arg0(y, yudh). The first of
the relations (entity), can be determined based
on the question word’s role in the sentence. For
the purpose of factoid questions on our dataset,
only the question kyun (why) is considered to
have an answer which is tagged event. Table
2 is the simple mapping from question to query.
In the cases where a question can have multi-
ple types of answers, the largest number of over-
lapping words is considered the disambiguating
heuristic. Question words such as kaise (how) and
kyA (what) are not accounted for, as not all formats
of the question are factoid in nature. Therefore,
using the lambda-expression, we can construct a
query graph, which can easily be mapped onto the
knowledge graph, and the y is the answer to the
query, while λ(x) ascertains whether the answer
is of the correct type (event or entity).
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Entity Detected Overlap Label
Overall 86.4% 84.1%

Nominal Events 64.1% 71.7%
Verbal Events 93.7% 89.4%

Table 3: Average Accuracy for Participant Extraction

6 Analysis and Results

In this section, we look into the two pipelines
which have been developed for constructing a ba-
sic knowledge graph from an event annotated cor-
pus, and the type of queries it can handle. We pro-
vide both a qualitative and quantitative analysis of
the results of the pipelines. We also provide a thor-
ough analysis of errors.

6.1 Participant Extraction Pipeline

The participant extraction pipeline (figure 2) has
multiple interdependent components, such as the
event annotated corpus, the POS tagger and de-
pendency parser, the coreference resolution mod-
ule and the semantic role labeler. Based on the an-
notated data, we find that the pipeline accurately
detects the presence of 86.4% of the participants
of the events for each event on an average. Table 3
shows the percentage of average complete overlap
and the accuracy of label detection. Note that only
complete overlap of the entity span is considered
as the output and the label is considered accurate
if all the roles have been correctly identified.

The relative drop in accuracy for nominal events
is due two primary reasons, first that there are
no syntactic features for the detection of partici-
pants in nominal events and secondly coreference
of nominal events as entities. We notice that a
coreferent event mention can act as an entity, but
still hold eventive characteristics, which has not
been handled in our pipeline. Furthermore, due to
case marker overloading (Bharati et al., 2002) in
Hindi, the accurate detection of labels is affected.

6.2 Knowledge Graph and Queries

In the creation of the knowledge and query graphs,
illustrated in figure 3, we see that the errors of the
participant extraction pipeline mentioned above
will propagate forward, causing the knowledge
graph to be an ill-representation of the document.
As mentioned above, the characteristic error arose
from coreference mishandling, and therefore, the
coreference validation module accounts for the as-
signing the eventive nature of the coreferent event

mentions which act as entities.
We qualitatively analyze the knowledge graph

and the pipeline by using simple queries in order
to verify the creation of the graph and the associ-
ated nodes and edges. The queries, as shown in
Figure 3, also pass through the same pipeline, and
we verify the knowledge graph based on the ac-
curacy of the response to the query. Since the λ
expressions are constructed based on simple rules
based on the nature of Hindi question words, we
could only qualitatively analyze the graph on sim-
ple queries with single query results.

Queries of the form ’kis’ + case marker or kaun
provide a valid response to the query. However,
for sentences with multiple events, queries provide
incorrect results in some cases. This is partly be-
cause of entity sharing, which is that an entity is
associated to multiple events if they are subevents.
Since the relations between events have not been
handled yet, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we attempted to determine a method
of identifying the participants of each event in an
event-annotated corpus, given the syntactic and se-
mantic role of each noun and verb in a sentence.
We used a distinct pipeline of interacting tools
which provided various levels of syntactic and se-
mantic information, which were then combined
and analyzed. We have presented the two major al-
gorithms; one for identifying the sense of the verb
being used (based on the available mandatory ar-
guments and the maximum match of optional ar-
guments), and the other for determining the partic-
ipants of a nominal event. We have also presented
the development of a queryable knowledge graph
on the basis of the events and entities extracted,
that use the role information as edge labels. With
this work, we hope to develop a more robust rep-
resentation of events and entities, which can be
enriched with developments in event classification
and event relation extraction in Hindi. Most im-
portantly, the pipeline and algorithms developed
in this paper are language agnostic, which we hope
will spur research into developing information rich
representations of event and participation informa-
tion in other languages as well.
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